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Issues: Talking Point

The Protocol, Tories, DUP and a Caring Future For All

S

ineád Dunlop asks why the Democratic Unionist Party do not accept the
‘democratic’ outcome of the May 5th election.

In 2020 Northern Ireland’s four pro-EU parties
post-Brexit wanted a full, rigid Protocol that while
guaranteeing no hard border on the island placed
a new partition
down the middle
of the Irish Sea,
which, according
to unionists
has disengaged
Northern Ireland
from the UK
economically and
constitutionally.

is casting its mark over politics in the region.
Speaking at a press conference with his new MLA
team at Stormont, Sir Jeffrey said,
“We want
to see this
place up
and running
as soon as
possible….
We want
stable
devolved
government.
We are
committed
to our
participation
in those
institutions.”
However that
his party’s
position had
not changed
he further
stated,

Because the system
of power-sharing
in Northern
Ireland, which
flows from the
Good Friday
Agreement,
essentially means
that government
cannot fully
operate without
the DUP taking up their posts, the North have been
left without a functioning government. Tax-payers
“We need decisive action by the Government to
in the north - even previous fervent DUP supporters address the difficulties created by the protocol.
have turned their backs on the party, furious that
Whether that is driving up the cost of living, whether
they are forking out almost £100k per
that is the harm that it is doing to businesses
crucial
week for MLAs and Ministers,
and our economy, or indeed in
cost-of-living
funds,
essentially doing nothing. DUP
undermining political stability in
totalling £435m, which could be
leader Sir Jeffrey Donaldson
Northern Ireland. The protocol
distributed
to
struggling
households
will
has said his party will not
needs to be dealt with.”
not
be
released
to
the
public
without
a
re-enter the Executive until
devolved government in place
the issues around the Northern
Any chance of getting devolved
Ireland Protocol are resolved. Sinn
power sharing Executive back at
Fein vice president Michelle O’Neill said
Stormont is looking incredibly unlikely
(what many are thinking) that the DUP and British
at the moment. The election on 5th May saw Sinn
Government must accept and respect the democratic Fein become Stormont’s largest party and Michelle
result of the recent NI election. Donaldson said that
O’Neill believes the people of the North, Catholic
the “long shadow” of the Northern Ireland Protocol
and Protestant voting for her party sends “a message
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of hope and optimism for the future.” But, does
resolution with the EU, rather than a confrontational
Northern Ireland have any kind of future - it
approach such as new go-it-alone legislation, is a
feels like it is languishing in a kind of limbo? As
greater result.
democrats, shouldn’t’t the DUP
have accepted the ‘democratic’
Belgium’s Deputy
outcome of the election? Why
PM Vincent Van
didn’t they?
Peteghemhas, has
Joe Public on the street believes
exhorted that, if Britain
these MLAs are completely
defaults significantly on
out of touch with the working
the current NI border
class as they rake in a fortune
solution, the EU may
each month and fail to see the
give notice that it intends
‘heat or eat’ quandary facing
to collapse the entire
many. This current situation
trade deal. A clause in
is undermining The Good
the UK/EU Trade and
Friday Agreement and creating
Cooperation
an unacceptable situation in
Agreement (TCA)
Northern Ireland.
authorises either side to conclude the whole deal
Across the water UK Foreign Secretary Liz Truss
with a year’s notice. If that occurred, it would, in
has announced plans to introduce legislation
effect send the UK nose-diving back towards a noquashing parts of the Northern Ireland Protocol.
deal Brexit, with tariffs on most goods and many
It’s an initiative likely to enrage the EU. With food
other restrictions on UK-EU trade. That’s a scenario
prices and energy bills rising exponentially, is a
that would result in huge losses for both sides.
new economic war with our closest trading partner
rational ?
Small or medium sized manufacturers and retailers
In the meantime, the people of the North feel
across the UK and N. Ireland will be the casualties.
abandoned, in fear of a potential trade war and
Boris Johnson wants to override
angry that the DUP will not restore
parts of the protocol to keep
power-sharing. In the past couple
Donaldson and others do
in the DUP’s good graces,
not feel the desperation that those strug- of days, anger has mounted as
notwithstanding the fact they
crucial cost-of-living funds,
gling to make ends meet do.
are no longer the biggest party
totalling £435m, which could be
in the NI assembly
distributed to struggling households
will not be released to the public without
Tories are really not too engaged with NI but see
a devolved government in place. No, Sir Jeffrey
the issue of the protocol as useful leverage to ending
Donaldson and his team, probably don’t care too
the European Court of Justice role in overseeing
much about a couple of hundred quid for much
how the protocol works. The UK is determined
needed home heating oil, but to those on Universal
to discard EU standards on many goods in favour
Credit, this windfall from unspent frozen funds (that
of new British ones. It’s a move that will cost
have built up since the Executive collapsed) will be
British manufacturers an absolute fortune in new
manna from heaven.
certifications and create endless red tape in NI,
where goods will also still have to conform to EU
standards. Of course the different standards may
Its time that the DUP stopped playing the politics of
well mean the lowering of quality, work standards,
No, No, No and started thinking of the greater good.
workers rights and pay, something the Tory
Donaldson and others do not feel the desperation
hierarchy don’t seem too perturbed about
that those struggling to make ends meet do. Perhaps
if the wages of MLAs, who refuse to participate
The UK Government’s ideas for a Trusted Trader
in the democratic process were suspended then
scheme and a ‘Green Channel’ for goods not entering maybe the DUP would have some empathy with
the Republic could be worth debating. The EU agrees those constituents who are feeling the cold wind of
the rules need altering and have offered several
hardship. Unfortunately it’s all about power dynamics
suggestions. In these hard times, however, surely a
for the DUP whilst people starve…. .
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Issues: Life

Letter to my Younger Self Andrew Macklin

E

ach issue we ask a well-known person to write a letter to their 16-year-old self.
This issue, Waterford-born actor Andrew Macklin, best known for his role as Troy
Dowling in Fair City, as well as appearances in Doctor Who, Mr. Selfridge and recent
critically acclaimed Channel 5 drama The Holiday has a word with his teenage self.

Dear 16-year-old me,
You’re right
in thinking
you’re lucky
to have a
family who
openly
support
your left
field interest
in acting.
You’re very
lucky, so
demonstrate
your
gratitude by
exploring
the idea that
that’s a twoway street.
How might
you support
them more?
Also, as
odd as it
might seem
now, you
will in time
become
best friends
with your
brothers, who knew?

obviously passionate about something (music, theatre,
sports, it could be anything). They speak honestly about
your talents,
your potential
and the areas
you might need
to develop.
You too
easily dismiss
their positive
comments
as them just
being nice,
as it’s more
comfortable
for you to do
so, but they’re
not being nice
or at least not
in the way you
think. When
kind, generous,
creative people
say nice things,
listen. It
takes courage
and wisdom
to speak
honestly about
someone’s
potential. Keep
an eye out for
such folk. They
make the best friends, mentors
and colleagues. Maybe
You’ll know them by the
consider how you might
constant cloud of advice and judgement become such a person
they readily emit.
one day.

There’s a rare breed of
insightful individual you’d do
well to pay more attention to.
You’ve already met one or two
of them. They’re typically older but
not exclusively. They’re kind, curious and almost always

There’s a more common
breed of individual, in ornithological terms you could
6

think of them as being part of the tit family; bearded,
crested, long tailed or
otherwise. You’ll know
As Russ in The Holiday
them by the constant
cloud of advice and
judgement they readily
emit. They are certain
of almost everything
and do unfortunately
sound convincing. While
they demand a lot of
attention, and are often
in positions of power,
know that no one knows
anything for sure. The
best anyone has is an
informed guess. If you’re
feeling cheeky you can
remind them of this but
don’t expect a warm
reception. Be careful of
entering the tit family
yourself. Instead foster an
interest in the wiser ways
of more benevolent birds
like owls or Big Bird from
Seasame street.

of thinking that just because you haven’t done something
yet, you can’t do it.
If something is important to
you, it’s important. End of
story.
You will, as you suspect, move
to a big city in a different
country. Lots about you will
change but don’t let this
surprise you. The way you
think, look, behave and sound
will all develop. This is natural,
if you are open to the world
and to learning new things.
A voice and accent teacher
at drama school will put this
concept beautifully to you in a
few years’ time by telling you
that your accent isn’t just the
story of where you are from,
it’s the story of where you’ve
been. So be open to change
and being other than what you
once were. When someone says
“you’ve changed” no matter
their intention, take it as a
compliment.

It’s great to be passionate
about things and it’s great
One of your greatest strengths
you’ve found something
is your persistence. You’ll be an
to be passionate about in
actor for as long as you want to
acting. Pursue it, by all means, but don’t let your passions be. The only person who has the power to change that is
(or ambitions) isolate you. Few people do well in isolation, you, so rest easy. There is no failure that can rob of this
even those who think they do. You are always
choice.
a part of a community. Many
communities in fact. So be
On the flip side, while
....don’t let your
a part of all of them and
persistence will keep you in
passions
(or
ambitions)
isolate
see what you can offer to
the game it needs friends
you.
Few
people
do
well
in
isolation,
each.
so have a little think about
even those who think they do.
who you might want them
Stay curious about the
to be. It’s no fun living on
things you can do and the
persistence alone.
things you love but as
time goes by be vigilant
Staying on the path
of the increasing
you’re on will be scary
number of things you
but trust me you’ll
find yourself placing
never be bored. It will
on the ‘can’t do’ list.
be a true adventure and
Do a little roll call from
really, what more could
time to time of the
you ask for?
things you feel have
passed you by or are
out of reach. Then
scrutinize it ruthlessly.
Don’t fall into the trap In the role of Michael in Doctor Who
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Issues: World

As Conflict and Climate Change Bite, are
High Food Prices Here to Stay?

T

he era of cheap food may be ending as climate change, conflict and widespread
poverty make food harder to grow and afford – but key policy shifts could help.
Laurie Goering reports.

Food prices around the world have soared to record
levels this year as the
Russia-Ukraine war
slashes key exports of
wheat and fertiliser from
those countries, at the
same time as droughts,
floods and heat fuelled
by climate change claim
more harvests.

It suggests not only cutting emissions swiftly to limit
climate change but also
tackling commodity
speculation, giving debt
relief, cutting reliance
on chemical fertilisers,
reshaping trade and
shoring up national grain
reserves.
If these things are
neglected, the world will
find itself “sleepwalking
into the catastrophic and
systematic food crises
of the future”, the IPES
experts noted.

Wheat prices hit a 14year peak in March, and
maize prices reached the
highest ever recorded,
the International Panel
of Experts on Sustainable
Food Systems (IPES)
said in a report released
in early May.

In mid-May, 26 winners
of the World Food Prize renowned experts on food
and development issues called on the leaders of G7
rich nations to agree this
year on a global strategy
to reverse the increase in
world hunger and address
the triple threat of conflict,
climate change and
COVID-19.

That has made basic
staples more expensive
- or harder to find for families in many
countries, especially the
poorest.

Climate change,
widespread poverty
and conflicts are
now combining to
The three factors “combine
create “endemic and
to form a toxic brew which,
Climate
widespread” risks to global
in the absence of decisive,
change, widespread poverty and confood security - which means
bold action and investment,
flicts are now combining to create “endemic and
higher food prices may be the
will dramatically increase the
widespread” risks to global food
new normal, unless action is taken
numbers of children, women and
to curb the threats, IPES noted.
men living with - and dying from - hunger”, the
laureates warned in an open letter.
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Why are food prices so high right now?

The problem “must be urgently addressed” if the world
wants to ensure more stable food prices in coming years
as climate change, conflict and other threats drive up
risks, she added.

Russia and Ukraine supply about 30 per cent of global
wheat exports, but those have fallen as a result of the
conflict.
National stocks of wheat - mostly eaten in the countries
where it
is grown
- remain
relatively
high, said
Brigitte Hugh
of the US
Center for
Climate and
Security.
But the drop
in exports
from Russia
and Ukraine
has driven up
competition
for the
remaining
wheat on the global market, leading to higher costs that
are particularly painful for poorer, debt-ridden countries
that rely heavily on imports.

Can’t more food be grown to boost global
supplies?
Some
wheatgrowing
countries
are already
planting
more, and
India has
said it
will boost
exports
of wheat
to meet
demand,
although
its current
heatwave
could
dent yields, the London-based Energy and Climate
Intelligence Unit warned.

But efforts to boost production globally have been
Almost 40 per cent of Africa’s wheat imports come
hampered by shortages of chemical fertiliser. Russia
from Ukraine and Russia, while rising global wheat
and Belarus produced 40 per cent of international
prices have sent bread prices
potash exports last year and that
higher food
in Lebanon 70 per cent
trade has also been hit by the
prices may be the new normal
higher, IPES said.
war.
But the disruption to wheat
exports from Russia and Ukraine is not
the whole reason for the price hikes, which have spilled
over into maize, rice and soy markets as buyers seek
alternative grains.

Climate change impacts - from
droughts and heatwaves to flooding and new pests also are making it harder for farmers in many parts of the
world to get a reliable crop, a problem set to worsen as
planet-heating emissions continue to rise.

Spurred by the conflict, financial speculators have leapt
into trading in grain futures, for instance, “artificially”
inflating prices as they seek to profit from market
uncertainty, G7 agriculture ministers have complained.

As well, the land available to plant more wheat, maize and
rice is limited, with expansion of farmland - particularly
in countries such as Brazil - often coming at the expense
of forests that are key to keeping the climate stable.

Since the last food price crises of 2007-2008 and 20112012, “governments have failed to curb excessive
speculation and ensure transparency of food stocks and
commodity markets,” said Jennifer Clapp, a professor
specialised in food security at Canada’s University of
Waterloo.

With a limited supply of land under increasing pressure
from those trying to grow food, protect nature, install
renewable energy and store carbon, land may become
the strategic global asset of this century, said Tim
Benton, research director of the environment and society
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programme at think-tank Chatham House.
A desire to control more Ukrainian farmland - and more
of the future global food market - could even be one of
the drivers of
Russia’s invasion,
he noted.

In addition, investing in climate-smart farming, to
protect harvests as the planet warms, would help shore
up global food supplies, while providing debt relief could
give the poorest countries more fiscal space to manage
food price
fluctuations.

What
happens if
food prices
continue to
rise?

What
could help
keep food
affordable?
Because a large
share of the
world’s grain
goes to feeding
livestock,
persuading
people to eat less
meat and dairy
could boost
grain supplies dramatically, said Pierre-Marie Aubert,
an agriculture expert at France’s Institute for Sustainable
Development and International Relations.

As food prices
soar on world
markets,
humanitarian
agencies are
struggling to
buy grain for
hungry people in
conflict-hit places
like Afghanistan, Yemen, South Sudan and Syria.

The international aid system was already “overwhelmed”
by rising need and inadequate funding before the RussiaThe global shortage of cereals on export
Ukraine war, and now high prices mean
markets this year is expected to be
A desire
less grain can be bought, said
20-25 million tonnes - but if
to control more Ukrainian
Gernot Laganda, the climate
Europeans alone cut their
farmland - and more of the future global food
and disaster risk reduction
consumption of animal
market - could even be one of the drivers of Ruschief at the UN World Food
products by 10 per cent, they
sia’s invasion, he noted.
Programme.
could reduce demand by 18-19
million tonnes, he noted.
“It has never been this bad,” he told
the Thomson Reuters Foundation. He fears that,
Improving grain storage, particularly in countries highly
as climate change adds to existing food security threats,
reliant on imports, and helping those countries grow
price hikes are “a runaway train you can’t stop”.
more staple food at home - not the cash crops for export
that have often replaced staples - could also help, food
Worse, as costly food threatens to stoke political unrest
experts said.
and eat up government funds, it could derail efforts to
curb climate change and build resilience to its impacts,
And globally, planting a wider variety of crops in order
driving a vicious cycle of ever more poverty, unrest and
to reduce dependence on just a few grains, with markets
hunger, he warned.
dominated by a small number of exporters, could boost
food security.
Benton of Chatham House said the Russia-Ukraine war
may trigger a landmark shift in food prices.
Policy shifts - like Africa’s new continental free trade
area - could eventually allow some poorer nations to
“The end of cheap and highly available food, for some
reduce their dependence on distant producers and fragile people, is going to be very much the reality,” he noted.
supply chains, said Sithembile Mwamakamba of the
Food, Agriculture and Natural Resources Policy Analysis Courtesy of Reuters / Thomson Reuters Foundation /
Network (FANRPAN).
International Network of Street Papers
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Issues: Interview

The Big Interview:

Barry Hearn

B

arry Hearn founder and former chairman of promotions company
Matchroom Sport, the man who revolutionised snooker, darts, dabbled in
football and promoted boxing, before son Eddie successfully followed him into
management talks to Sam McMurdock.

What motivated you to get involved in sports
promotion?

beautiful bits of luck, like ‘Here’s snooker on a plate’
and ‘By the way, I’m going to make sure the BBC is
televising and you’re going to get famous.’ That
I knew I had an ability to turn my interest into a
really wasn’t my decision, I was just a beneficiary of
successful business and I didn’t want that ability
that decision. I decided to do a September snooker
to pass me by. It ticked a lot of boxes for me, I’m a
event, Steve took part, changed my life, changed his
chartered accountant but I’m not a boring one, I’m a
own, changed the world of snooker. Then we asked
creative one.
each other,
I like to be
‘How can we get
in control
it bigger?” And
but I’m a
that excitement
benevolent
of two council
despot
house kids
y’know?
who didn’t
There’s still
have a pot to
the child
pee in between
in me that
them suddenly
loves the
discovered we
excitement
had the keys
that only
to the bank.
sport
Steve just
generates.
wanted to be
the best player
Snooker
in the world
was a very tame affair before you became
and I certainly had the biggest mouth in the world
involved; what was it you saw
so between the two of us we created
that persuaded you to
an industry, and whilst we were
“Steve wanted to win all
bring it to a global
doing things that were good
the titles and I wanted all the
audience?
for the game, we were mainly
money”
doing things that were good
I was spoilt. I was lucky.
for us. We just wanted to be
I bumped into Steve Davis, he
bigger and dominate; Steve wanted
came along to Romford in a very dodgy looking
to win all the titles and I wanted all the money and
jumper as I remember and wanted to play in one
despite the two of us being very different people, we
of the tournaments I’d created. My life has been
are best friends to this day.
surrounded by God being very kind to me, giving me
11

In the world of snooker, who were some of
the personalities that stood out most to you?
I get tired of people saying we don’t have the
personalities in snooker today that we used to - that’s
not true, they just don’t get the same opportunities to
express their personality. In the early days of snooker
most of your income came from exhibitions at local
clubs so you had to be people friendly and able to
communicate and those old players were nowhere
near as good as the players today - nowhere near,
but from a personality standpoint - they were true
entertainers. Today’s sportsmen are winners. There’s
a big difference. Of course you had [Ron] Atkins,
Dennis Taylor with the funny Irish jokes, big Bill
Werbeniuk
with his sixteen
Barry and Steve Davis
pints a day, Cliff
Thorburn, the
Rhett Butler of
snooker, Kirk
Stevens with
the white suit
and the cocaine
habit who was
the bad boy
and then Terry
Griffiths was the
Welshman who
couldn’t sing
but tried … and
combed his hair a lot, and Tony Meo, the Italian who
would cry a lot and the boring one, Steve Davis who
won everything; so we had the perfect Dallas with
balls scenario - a personality led entertainment sport
which is key to the enjoyment of most people.

and others - they have competed so often they aren’t
fazed and know they can win from any position
because they’ve done it over and over again before.
It’s a tough act to follow. Some players work best
when the chips are down, the lights are hot and The
Crucible is packed. Only Satan survives such heat
y’know [laughs].
What sport, that’s currently under the radar
do you see as having potential?
I’m looking at American Pool as the next big cue
game. I’m doing a global tour of American Pool as I
know there’s great potential right now.
Soccer is
obviously difficult
for small clubs, as
you’re aware from
your involvement
with Leyton
Orient - do you
think there’s any
future for small
clubs with loyal
support?

There’s a future, but
you’ve got to cut
your cloth y’know?
The world is full of
people I call ‘fur coat and no knickers’ - they look
good on the outside but have no substance or no
sustainability. Having been there myself - and made
mistakes in abundance, sometimes your heart and
your wallet change over and you’ve got to run a
proper business because when you come across a
There is only a small percentage of traditional sports problem, especially with football, you’re never really
the owner, you’re the custodian and that gives an
fans, what you have to do is create a business that
additional level of responsibility to behave yourself
attracts the occasional fan - and that’s when you get
and to be strong with fans, directors and managers.
the big numbers; when you crack that, you
You’re going to be the size you deserve to
really crack the business.
be, so you’re going to have to be extra
“...if you don’t believe in
smart to be a bigger size or market
Why do you think
yourself, how on earth can you get
yourself better to grow in size.
the youth dominate
other people to believe in you?”
Sometimes you don’t want to do
so many sports yet
that
and competitive ego outweighs
the oldies dominate
business sense, and that gives the game and
snooker?
the club a difficult time, however, the upside is, there
is more and more money being attributable to all
I think they have the experience. I remember Steve
[Davis] telling me one time that all his nerve endings levels of sport via everything, from sports streaming
to gambling contracts to data, and that’s probably the
were destroyed, he’d competed so many times
future of the sport.
[laughs]. We see that now with Ronnie O’Sullivan
12

There’s a perception that people have to be
ruthless to be a big success, would you agree
with that?
I wouldn’t necessarily call it ruthlessness as that
always smacks of physical damage. I think what you
have to be is someone who believes in themselves,
because when you believe in yourself, you always
believe you are right and perhaps you won’t be right
all the time but you won’t achieve anything unless
you really believe in yourself as there’s too many
negatives in this world and if you don’t believe in
yourself, how on earth can you get other people
to believe in you? I love to control things because
I think I’m the best in the world at what I do and
I don’t care if that’s true or not - I believe it but to
achieve what I want to
achieve means I have to set
the pathway, so I became
a benevolent despot - I
understand that I must
listen to people and after I
listened I do what I want.

wife always says, ‘When we were skint you didn’t
care about money, now we’re rich all you do is
worry about it.’ She’s right, I’m always worried about
inheritance tax, whether leaving too much money to
my grandchildren will spoil them … but then again
I worried about my son like that and then found that
the DNA works - the apple doesn’t fall far from the
tree; if you put basic principals into your kids they’ll
be okay.
In the world of boxing there is, and always
has been a perception that its inhabited by
shady characters, mismatches and dubious
decisions; the sanctioning of Daniel Kinahan
would seem to add credence to that. What’s
your view of the sport and do you think its
properly governed?
I think people get overanalytical. In my lifetime I’ve
never known a crooked fight
and I’ve been in the boxing
game all my life. I’ve never
known boxers who didn’t
have pride because boxing is
their escape from where they
come from. I’m also aware
there’s people who’d cross
to the other side of the road
from some boxers and there’s
nothing new in that - if you go
back to [Daniel] Mendoza the
Jew, 150 years ago. I’ve never
had my personal integrity
questioned - ever.

That’s where the
ruthlessness comes in and
your self belief, and by this
stage you must get it right
as you’ll be judged on that
success of failure and I
love this kind of pressure
because it gets me out of
bed in the morning. I won’t
bore you with stories, but I
grew up skint, my dad was a
bus driver who died young, my mum cleaned houses,
What advice would you give 16-year-old
that didn’t stop me being a success, because I had
Barry?
self-belief.
“I

grew up skint, my dad
was a bus driver who died young, Be careful who you trust.
my mum cleaned houses, that didn’t
stop me being a success, because I
Barry Hearn: My Life
Prepare diligently, sacrifice,
had self-belief.”
(Hodder
& Stoughton) is
put in the work hours. Set the
out now and
bar high.
available in all
good
bookshops,
online and on
You’ve been skint and you’ve been wealthy;
Audible.
do you think being well off solves most
problems in life?
Advice for young people
starting out?

Absolutely. I’ve tried both - I pick the life with the
money. Making money is a game, how you use it is
how you’ll be viewed which is why we support a lot
of hospices and like to use it well. Saying that, my
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Issues: World

From Child Labourer to Activist

T

ara Banjara was four and a half years old when her parents put her to work, just
one of the scores of children in her village, and millions entrapped in child labour
globally. Lyse Comins reports.

(ILO) 5th Global Conference on the Elimination of Child
Labor in Durban, South Africa recently.

Tara Banjara was four and a half years old when her
parents put her to work on the roads, cleaning the
garbage and rubble
out of potholes
to prepare for
construction in
Nemdi village,
Rajasthan, India.
She worked in the
wind, cold, and rain
with her mother,
day in and day out,
year in and year out.
She would return
home shattered, too
exhausted to eat
before falling asleep
each night.

Banjara was just one of
the scores of children in
her village, and millions
entrapped in child labour
working in mines, on
farms, in factories, and
homes, globally.
According to the ILO
and the United Nations
Children’s Fund’s latest
statistics, 160 million
children, equating to one
in ten of all children, are
engaged in child labour
worldwide. In recent years,
child labour has grown,
particularly in the 5 to
11-year-old age group.

“In my family, there
was no food. We
weren’t even able
Banjara called on
to get two meals a
delegates to stand up and
day, so my parents
take a pledge to end the
decided to take me
practice globally in line
to work because I
with the UN Sustainable
was the oldest of my
Development Goal 8.7.
siblings. I worked
with my mother
Child labour survivor and activist Tara Banjara started work on
Tanzila Narbaeva,
cleaning dangerous
roads at just four and a half years old. She was rescued by the Bal
chair of the Uzbekistan
roads every day. I
Ashram Trust, an initiative of Nobel laureate Kailash Satyarthi.
Senate, outlined how
was always worried
Photo Cecilia Russell/IPS
her country had already
about the cars
eradicated child labour.
coming. I was not
160 million
The government and ILO
happy and got used to feeling
had undertaken diligent
tired. I was not aware
children, equating to one in ten
monitoring of farms and
of whether child labour
of all children, are engaged in child labour
businesses.
was right or wrong,” said
worldwide.
Banjara, 17, a child labour
survivor advocate, during an interview on
“We tightened criminal liability for the
employment of child labour, and that has become one of
the sidelines of the International Labour Organization’s
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the most effective measures. International cooperation
plays a central role, and the ILO has been supporting
Uzbekistan for more than ten years to implement
measures and enforce social and labour relations in the
country,” Narbaeva said.

He said political will had to be translated into societal
decision-making.

Sharan Burrow, general secretary of the International
Trade Union Confederation (ITUC), which worked with
the government of Uzbekistan, lambasted the lack of
progress in eradicating child labour globally.

For Banjara, getting rid of child labour has led to her eyes
being opened to the reality of education and a career as
a policewoman because she wants to impact the lives of
other children.

“Society has to come together and say ‘child labour is
intolerable. We have to get rid of it,” he said.

“It has to
An activist
be one of
from Bal
the most
Ashram Trust,
serious
an initiative
global
of Nobel
scandals
laureate
that we
Kailash
have not
Satyarthi,
eliminated
rescued
child labour.
Banjara at the
Do we have
age of eight
labour that
from her life of
is regulated
child labour.
and secure
where
“My eyes were
parents/
opened. I
adults can
didn’t know
work with
that there was
dignity so
such a thing as
they don’t
education. But
have to
my parents
depend
didn’t want
on the
me to go to
money their Raise Your Hand For Kids, Tara Banjara asked the audience to pledge to end the
school. Even
children can scourge of child labour during the 5th Global Conference on the Elimination of Child though the
make? More Labour in Durban. Pic: Cecilia Russell/IPS
activists would
than 60 per
go to them,
cent of the
they would
world’s workers are working informally, and that includes say, ‘no, she will not come’. I convinced my parents. I gave
all sectors, including our internetup food. I went on a hunger strike and
mediated businesses, which
was sad all the time to make
“My
eyes
were
opened.
I
mean there are no rights, no
them aware,” Banjara said.
didn’t know that there was such a thing as
social protection, and no
Eventually, her parents
rule of law,” Burrow said.
education. But my parents didn’t want me to go relented, and Banjara went
to school and completed
to school...”
ILO director-general Guy
grade 12 of high school
Ryder said civil society and
before enrolling for a BA degree at
governments needed to come together to eradicate the
university. She hopes to make a difference at grassroots
practice.
when she qualifies as a policewoman.
“We know education matters. We know social protection
matters. We know formalisation of the informal economy
matters, and we know that creating decent work for
adults matters. These are the four pillars we need to work
on,” Ryder said.

“Just because we are children born to poor families, who
do not have the right to vote, it doesn’t mean that we
should be condemned to a life of child labour.”
Courtesy of Inter Press Service / International Network of Street
Papers
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Issues: Tales of Hollywood

Careers Destroyed in their Infancy

T

his issue Shaun Anthony takes a look at two stars whose careers were ruined
before they’d even got off the ground.

Sam J. Jones - Confrontational Attitude
Destroyed Future
Prospects
Sam J. Jones, bestknown for having
portrayed the title
characters in the 1980
film Flash Gordon and
the (short-lived) TV
series The Highwaymen
looked destined for
movie stardom but this
was not to be the case.

minor role in the romantic comedy 10 to his name and
Laurentiis, according
to his wife Martha had
put his heart, soul, and,
most importantly, all his
assets in the project.
He had said to Jones
before filming started,
“You will be a big star,
but you’re not a star
now, it is important that
you remember that.”

However, as filming got
underway Jones, who by
his own admission has
always been naturally
arrogant allowed his
feelings to be known
Sam now
- that he believed the
script was “high camp”.
Laurentiis (who, to be
fair should have laughed
off the camp statement
as let’s be fair, its
‘campness’ adds to the
Sam J. Jones
humour) was offended
beat Hollywood
and the atmosphere
heavyweights like Kurt
became incredibly edgy
Russell and Arnold
on set. In fact, when
Schwarzenegger for the
the atmosphere became
“You
role of Flash, which was producer
inhospitable, Jones refused
Dino de Laurentiis’ big-budget
will be a big star, but you’re
to converse with Dino
attempt to translate the 1930s
not a star now, it is important that
and asked his “people”
serial star into a full-fledged
you remember that...”
to handle it. Dino found
movie franchise. Dino really
this attitude incredibly
took a chance on Jones - his
pretentious, given the fact he
acting was largely untested, with only a
had given Jones his big shot. Jones told
When Flash Gordon
first hit our big screens
in 1980, the comic strip
adaptation was a box
office hit, especially
in the U.K. and Italy;
that iconic Queen
soundtrack was excellent
and in later years would
catapult the film to cult
classic status.
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Dino that all future
correspondence
would be through
his attorney. Dino
reacted angrily and
did not recall Jones
to complete the
production; instead
he had large swaths
of his dialogue
dubbed by an actor
(in fact, half the film
was the voice of an
unknown actor). It
was a pity because
Jones’ acting was
very good and the
rest of the cast liked
him.

career was very
much hindered
by his mindset
and behaviour.

George
Lazenby
- “the
architect
of his own
demise.”

Bond Producer
Chubby
Broccoli spotted
Lazenby in
the Big Fry
Jones, now 67
advertisement
apologised in
and thought he
recent years to
looked like a
Dino and admitted
potential Bond
he was “naive”,
so invited him
“aggressive” and
for a screen
“confrontational” test. Lazenby
“personality traits I
dressed for the
am still working to
part by sporting
overcome.”
several sartorial
Bond elements
Since becoming
such as a Rolex
a born-again
Submariner
Christian, Jones has
wristwatch and
spent a lot of time
a Savile Row
reflecting on how
suit, which
the perceived power
had been
of winning such
ordered, but
a role went to his
not collected,
head and made him
by Connery.
egotistical. In fact,
Broccoli
when he could no
offered him an
longer find work his wife told him she would no longer
audition. The position was consolidated when Lazenby
put up with him believing certain jobs were beneath
accidentally punched a professional wrestler who was
him so he (very reluctantly) retrained in the security field
acting as stunt coordinator, in the face, impressing
and now protects traveling executives to
Broccoli with his ability to display
Mexico to prove his humbling and
Dino
aggression. Director Peter R.
to put food on the table.
reacted angrily and did
Hunt later stated,

not recall Jones to complete the

Despite these setbacks in his
“We wanted someone who
production...
career Jones is going quite
oozed sexual assurance,
well, having had a few roles here
and we think this fellow has
and there (Ted and its sequel Ted 2)
that. Just wait till the women see him
and the Comic Con appearances. He is estimated
on screen ... I am not saying he is an actor. There is a
to be quite comfortable financially and seems to have
great deal of difference between an actor and a film
turned his life around. Jones willing admits his early
17

star. Didn’t they find Gary Cooper when he was an
electrician?”
During
filming,
Broccoli
found
Lazenby
“arrogant”
and felt he
lacked the
ability to be
a team player
on set.
“There was
the stature
and looks
of a Bond,”
Broccoli
stated, “but
Lazenby
couldn’t get
along with
the other
performers
and
technicians.”

By November 1969, and prior to the release of On Her
Majesty’s Secret Service, Lazenby said he no longer
wished to play
another Bond
role, stating,

George & Diana Rigg

At one stage his co-star
Diana Rigg needed a
break whilst filming due to
Lazenby’s poor attitude,

...Lazenby
bragged he had 18 films
in the pipeline to consider and was
of the belief he was needed for the
success of the next Bond film..

“I can no longer cater for his
obsession
with himself.
He is utterly,
unbelievably
... bloody
impossible….”
When filming
ended, Lazenby
bragged he
had 18 films in
the pipeline to
consider and
was of the belief
he was needed
for the success
of the next
Bond film - The
Man with the Golden Gun. Broccoli was not happy and
neither was his co-star Diana Rigg who felt his arrogance
outweighed his talent.

“The
producers
made me feel
like I was
mindless.
They
disregarded
everything
I suggested
simply
because I
hadn’t been
in the film
business
like them
for about a
thousand
years.”
Diana
Rigg, his
co-star was
flabbergast he would make such
a senseless decision,

“The role made Sean
Connery a millionaire. It
made Sean Connery ... I truly
don’t know what’s happening
in George’s mind so I can only speak
of my reaction.
I think it’s a
pretty foolish
move. I think
if he can
bear to do an
apprenticeship,
which
everybody in
this business
has to do – has
to do – then
he should do
it quietly and
with humility.
Everybody has
to do it. There
are few instant
successes in the film business. And the instant successes
one usually associates with somebody who is willing to
learn anyway.”
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It was certainly a
very poor decision,
although not one
he should be fully
blamed for as it was
his agent Ronan
O Rahilly who
convinced him that
the secret agent
would be archaic in
the liberated 1970s,
and as a result he
turned down the
contract for a further
seven films.

Same with actor Paul McGann who has described
himself with good
humour as “the
George Lazenby
of Doctor Who.”
According to Sean
Connery, Lazenby
deserved the
criticism as he is
“a prize s**t” and
Bond producers
said he was “the
biggest mistake we
ever made.”
Diana Rigg,
stated in a 2011
interview to the
BBC,

It is quite
unbelievable that
such an opportunity
presented itself
and was not
utilised. There
were thousands of
young actors who’d
have jumped for
such a chance. In
February 1973,
Lazenby revealed
that he had spent
all of the money he
had earned from
playing Bond, had
experienced two
nervous breakdowns
and had become an
alcoholic.

“Poor old
George … he
was definitely the
architect of his
own demise as a
film star. I think he
needed help, not
in the acting – he
was really quite
good, wasn’t he?
And attractive
and sexy. He
was just difficult
offstage. He kind
of thought he
was a film star
immediately and
started throwing
his weight
around.”

Lazenby’s single
portrayal of the
iconic Bond character, and his lack of standing as a
favourite in the series, has resulted in his name
Again it is ironic, Lazenby was very good as
being used as a metaphor for forgettable,
Bond and could have continued
non-iconic acting efforts in other
in this role, making him a
...According
to
Sean
entertainment franchises, and for
fortune.
Connery, Lazenby deserved the
entities that are largely ignored.
criticism as he is “a prize s**t”...
For example in his review
One can’t help but
of Batman & Robin, widely
wonder if he had just
regarded as the weakest and
ditched the vanity and
least successful film in the Batman
bravado and showed some
film franchise Mick LaSalle of the San
respect to his peers if George
Francisco Chronicle said that George Clooney,
Lazenby could have been a huge star.
“should go down in history as the George Lazenby of
the series”.
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The lighthouse in Howth near Dublin, Ireland

Issues: Historical

The Knocklong Ambush
L

iz Scales takes a look at the daring rescue at Knocklong in May 1919, a prelude to
the War of Independence.

Seamus Robinson, Sean Hogan, Dan Breen and Sean
By May the four men spent much of their time moving
Treacy, known locally as The Big Four were a few of
around Clonmel, Co. Tipperary, however, they decided
the most wanted men in Ireland after the Soloheadbeg
to go back near Soloheadbeg to stay with the O’Keefe
Ambush in
family. The
Co. Tipperary,
O’Keefe’s were
January
sympathetic
(1919), where
to the cause
they shot and
and the men
killed two
decided to
Royal Irish
spend a second
Constabulary
night there
(RIC) officers
(something
and stole their
they never did)
gelignite. The
in order to
authorities
attend a céilí in
put a price
a neighbouring
on their
cottage the
heads, the life
next night
changing sum
(10th May).
of £1,000 for
The getinformation
together
leading to
went so well
their capture,
it progressed
but as the
into the 11th
weeks passed
May at 4am,
by, the story
however, only
was no
Sean Hogan
longer at the
(who would
forefront of
celebrate his
the country’s
18th birthday
minds; the
on 13th)
Top:
Dan
Breen
&
Sean
Treacy.
Bottom:
Seamus
Robinson,
Sean
Hogan.
fearless escape
stayed until
of Éamon
4am - the
de Valera from Lincoln Prison caught the public’s full
other men returned to the O’Keefe’s home after midnight.
attention and the four men managed to evade capture,
When the dance ended, Hogan set off for the O’Keefe’s
staying at the homes of sympathisers or sleeping outside. cottage with Bridget and Con, but they decided to detour
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to their cousin’s farm for breakfast, inviting Sean to join
On 11th May Robinson, Treacy and Breen, realising that
them. This would
Hogan would be
prove a terrible
taken by train,
decision as he was
decided they
now separated from
would board
his comrades, not
the carriage at a
to mention being
country station
exhausted. In fact,
and free him at
when they arrived at
gunpoint. They
the O’Keefe’s cousin’s
considered a few
house he fell asleep
different stops
just minutes after
but Knocklong
sitting on the sofa.
seemed the
Less than an hour
most remote
later he was stirred
option. They
by screams, “Get
had a local lady,
up, get up”. Bridget
Mrs. McCarthy
had spotted six RIC
(who posed as a
officers walking
potential visitor)
towards the house.
to watch the
Hogan jumped to his
barracks and
feet, and ran out the
she obtained
back field, however,
the information
due to his
needed - that
unfamiliarity of
their comrade
the area and lack of
would be on
sleep he had come
the 6pm train.
full circle and was
Mrs. McCarthy
now in full view of
pretended to
the constables who
be a friend of
captured him as he
Sean’s and asked
stumbled onto the
if she could
road.
give him tea,
Dan Breen on his wedding day (note his Mauser pistol on his lap) to
socks and fruit.
Bridget Malone,(sister of Irish Volunteer sniper Michael Malone who was Although the
As word got back to
Robinson, Breen and killed by crown forces during the Easter Rising ) with Sean Hogan at the
RIC constantly
Treacy, the urgency
of the situation hit
them. Their young comrade, just shy of this 18th birthday
would certainly face death. They decided they’d do
whatever they could to rescue him.

refused, she
did manage
to obtain this useful train time information which she
swiftly passed on.

Meanwhile Robinson, Breen, Treacy and five other IRA
volunteers continued to work on
their plan of action. They
The Rescue Plan
The Ambush was considered a
contacted the Tipperary
huge success.
Town Battalion to send
reinforcements
to help
All Republican prisoners
in the rescue, however, due to
caught in Munster at that time would
miscommunication, the reinforcements from Tipperary
be taken to Cork City - and once there they could do
failed to arrive; at that stage help was sought from the
nothing to reach their friend. They thought about a
Galtee Battalion of the East Limerick Brigade. Ned
raid on Thurles Barracks but concluded it was too well
O’Brien, James Scanlon, JJ O’Brien, Seán Lynch and Ed
defended. This left one option, a small time window
Foley of Galbally promptly arrived. Another Volunteer,
between leaving Thurles Barracks and arriving at Cork
‘Goorty’ MacCarthy from Thurles, travelled on the train
City.
from Thurles to identify Hogan’s carriage.
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fight between Wallace and Treacy proceeded. Still
stunned, he opened
fire on the train in a
highly-strung manner,
nearly hitting a group
of passengers. He sent
a barrage of gunshots
into the carriage
where the fight was
in full swing, causing
glass and shrapnel
wounds to Scanlon,
O’Brien and Treacy.
Breen drew his fire on
the platform taking
a bullet in the lung
before returning fire
and causing Reilly
to leave the scene.
Hogan was taken to
the local butcher’s by
Seán Lynch where a meat cleaver was used to split the
handcuffs.

The Rescue

Knocklong Station
O’Brien,
Lynch,
Scanlon and
Foley went to
Emly to await
the train
and when it
arrived all
four boarded
with a view
to fathoming
what
compartment
Hogan was
in. When the
train stopped
at Knocklong
they and
Goorty MacCarthy gestured Hogan’s position to Treacy
and the other men who were waiting on the platform.
Treacy and O’Brien led the charge into
the first carriage, where
O’Brien and Scanlan’s wounds
Hogan was being held
…the Republican movement
were minor, remarkably,
by four armed RIC
came under unrivalled pressure from
Treacy who’d been shot
officers (three of the
the authorities after the Knocklong
through the throat was not
officers had Carbine
Ambush.
wounded seriously either as
rifles which were too
the
bullet
had miraculously missed
long and cumbersome for use
the arteries in his neck. Breen, however, had his
in such confined quarters). Despite calls to
lung penetrated, losing copious
yield, Constable Enright put
amounts of blood which left
his gun to Hogan’s head and
Sean Hogan
him delirious. He was treated
was immediately shot dead by
over the next couple of days by a
O’Brien. Hogan hurdled across
sympathetic doctor and against
the carriage and smashed
all odds actually survived.
his handcuffed hands into
Constable Ring’s face. Ring was
thrown through a window by
another IRA volunteer, while
Aftermath
Treacy and Sergeant Wallace
were in hand-to-hand battle.
Treacy eventually triumphed
The injured IRA volunteers were
and Wallace lay mortally
taken to sympathetic doctors
injured, shot with the gun
Dr. Hennessy and Dr. Fitzgerald
that he and Treacy had been
who took care of the wounded.
wrestling over. Treacy however
The Big Four were quickly
was badly wounded with a
moved to West Limerick as large
gunshot through the neck.
numbers of RIC and military
reinforcements were put in place
Constable Reilly who earlier
in all nearby barracks and search
in the fight had been knocked
parties were combing the local
down by Jim Scanlon and
areas around Knocklong for the
assumed to be unconscious,
wounded men. In the weeks after
had managed to get to the
the event, concentrated police
platform unnoticed, as the
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and army activity led to the arrest of many suspects, but
to disintegrate all Republican organisations in the county.
they failed to capture any of the actual rescue party. At
This provoked a throng of IRA actions and by summer’s
an inquest held Body of Sean Treacy lies motionless after shootout on Talbot Street, Dublin,
end, even the
in Kilmallock
authorities realised
Oct 1920
Courthouse,
they’d lost control.
the RIC
witnesses were
Public
instructed by
Opinion
their Inspector
not to answer
jurors’ questions
Authorities were
but to portray
taken aback by the
the deaths of
attitudes of the
Wallace and
wider public, there
Enright as
was a growing
cold-blooded
sympathy for the
murder. A juror
IRA - and the
responded to
dead RIC officers
Police claims by
were the focus of
boldly stating,
denigration. A
real hatred was in
“You are simply
the air for the RIC
trying to paint
and their families
your own story
and it was very clear that the force was now completely
in your own way.”
alienated from the wider population, something the
Republican community identified as a key strategy if they
The jury not only failed to bring a verdict
were to win the war.
of murder but blamed the
Government for exposing
…by summer’s end, even the
The RIC (headed by the
the RIC to danger and
authorities realised they’d lost control.
provocative Michael
criticised,
Hunt) hit back by targeting
Republican sports events and
“the arrest of respectable persons and the
other non-political social gatherings, tearing down
exasperating of the people.”
tricolour flags and such and public resentment solidified
into pure hatred for the police. It’s really no surprise that
The Ambush was considered a huge success. Sean Hogan
Hunt became a figure of repugnance and was shot dead
had been saved from certain death. Hogan, Treacy,
weeks later by a member of the public. The RIC couldn’t
Breen and Robinson were now heroes and were enjoying
find one witness, despite the shooting taking place on a
legendary status, however, they still had to spend the
crowded square.
rest of 1919 on the run across Munster. In Tipperary, the
Republican movement came under unrivalled pressure
The community at large now turned the screws tighter
from the authorities after the Knocklong Ambush.
on the police by ensuring nobody provided goods or
Determined to disintegrate the IRA in Tipperary, the
services to the barracks.
RIC began a continuous campaign and amongst those
arrested was Ed Foley (one of the spotters who’d boarded
The most intense period of conflict would still be quite
the train at Emly to identify where Hogan was sitting).
a while off, but certainly the Knocklong Ambush was
He was jailed for over 2 years and in 1921 was tried in a
something of a precursor and a significant part of the
court martial, found guilty and sentenced to death and
War of Independence.
executed.

Results of the Ambush
The Ambush resulted in an upsurge in the war in
Tipperary that summer as the RIC launched a campaign
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Screen
Scene
Tehran ***

Inis Airc - Bás Oileáin ***

Starring: Glenn Close, Niv Sultan,
Run Time: 8 x 60 mins
Streaming on: Apple TV+
Available: Currently

Starring: N/A
Run Time: 50 mins
Streaming on: TG4 Catch-Up
Available to stream: Currently

Tamar is a Mossad hacker-agent who infiltrates
Tehran under a false identity to help destroy Iran’s
nuclear reactor; when her mission fails and she’s
trapped in a new life, Tamar must plan an operation
that will place her loved ones in jeopardy.

On 20th October, 1960, twenty-four people left
Inishshark Island off the Galway coast in a flotilla
of boats bound for the Conamara mainland. They
carried with them pots, pans, pets, bedsteads and
furniture, in fact, all their worldly belongings.
After centuries of resilient survival in the face
of an unmerciful Atlantic and unsympathetic
authorities, the community of Inishshark was no
more. This really is a must-see and is brilliantly
directed by Kieran Concannon.

Glenn Close really shines and brings star power to the
much anticipated Season 2 of this tense spy drama.
Not the best series if you watch TV to wind down at
the end fo the day but for those who enjoy tense, on
the edge of your seat entertainment, this is for you.

Glenn Close and Niv Sultan in Tehran

Inis Airc - Bás Oileáin
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The Dry ****
Starring: Ciarán Hinds, Roisin Gallagher,
Pom Boyd
Streaming: BritBox
Run Time: 8 x 60 mins
Available to stream: Currently.

After losing her job in London, recovering
alcoholic Shiv Sheridan returns home to
Dublin where she must navigate life with her
dysfunctional family, who are all in denial about
their own issues, whilst trying to stay sober. Their
chaotic way of life provides intense drama and
dark humour, which will make you laugh and
make you think in equal measure. Starring Ciaran
Hinds, Pom Boyd and Roisin Gallagher. Brilliant
cast, great writing, stellar acting. Excellent!

The Summer I Turned Pretty ***
Starring:Lola Tung, Rachel Blanchard
Streaming: Prime
Run Time: 8 x 60 mins
Available to stream: Currently

Siobhán Cullen, Ciarán Hinds & Roisin Gallagher in The Dry

Fatherhood **
Starring: Kevin Hart, Melody Hurd.
Streaming: Netflix
Run Time: 109 mins
Available to watch: 16th June.

Based on the 2011 memoir Two Kisses for Maddy:
A Memoir of Loss and Love by Matthew Logelin,
Fatherhood tells the story of a new single father who has
to raise his baby girl alone after the unexpected death of
this wife who died a day after their daughter’s birth. The
film could have been better, although Hart is excellent in
lead.

Love Actually****
Starring:
Martine
Based
on JennyHugh
Han’s Grant,
2009 novel
of theMcCutcheon
same name, this
Streaming:
Prime
romantic-drama series follows Belly and her family,
Run Time:
mins.
who spend
every 129
summer
at the Fishers’ beach house
in Cousins. Every year there is pretty much the same
until Belly turns 16, after which relationships are tested,
painful truths are revealed, and Belly ends up changed
forever. The Summer I Turned Pretty is a coming-of-age
story about first love, heartbreak, and growing up, all
relatable experiences that further solidify this Amazon
Original Series as an affecting must-watch.

Kevin Hart in Fatherhood

The Big Conn ****
Starring: N/A
Streaming: Apple TV+
Run Time: 109 mins
Available to watch: Currently

The Summer I Turned Pretty

The unbelievable true story of
the larger-than-life attorney,
Eric C. Conn, who defrauded
the government over half a
billion dollars in the largest
Social Security fraud case in
history. Excellent, completely
shocking documentary!
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Issues: Current

Housing:

Is This the Future of Department Stores?

C

ity centres are no longer destinations thronged with shoppers, and footfall is
crashing as shopping increasingly moves online. In Germany, department stores
are finding a new lease of life as retirement homes or flats. Is this a vision of the
future? Ulrich Jonas reports.

“All shopping centres can be converted into flats. And it is
definitely cheaper than a new build.”
The man claiming
this would know.
In the middle
of the town of
Rendsburg,
Werner Schaffer
transformed a
former Hertie
department store
into a retirement
home. The 110
people that now
live there enjoy its
central location,
says the architect.
“They can step
out the door and
be standing right
in the market,”
he says. And only
a further 200
metres away lies
the pedestrian zone, with its many cafes.

its conversion into a retirement home, the father is mute:
“Business principle”.
Schaffer brings up
other notable numbers
as we continue to
discuss the project. At
first, the former owner
had wanted eight
million euros for the
property. But after
remaining vacant
for seven years, that
number became
just one million.

“For a former
department store to
serve as living quarters
today is an exception,”
says Nina Hangebruch.
An urban development
researcher from
Dortmund,
Hangebruch studied
220 examples in the whole of Germany as a part of her
doctoral research. Approximately 30
“All
The story of the Rendsburg
locations now serve as places to
shopping centres can be
department store is
live in rather than for shopping.
converted into flats. And it is definitely
typical for the industry.
But according to Hangebruch,
cheaper than a new build.”
It was built in the 1950s
only a handful of these buildings
but has stood empty since
were converted. The others were
2009. Not until seven years later,
demolished and rebuilt. This could, however,
in 2016, was there a change in ownership. Architect
soon change as a result of the fact that more and more
Schaffer’s son is also a part of the regional investment
people are shopping online, and fewer and fewer in
group that purchased the building. As to the cost of
city centres. The space needed by retailers for sales
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is thus becoming smaller, as is the turnover. This has
consequences, says Hangebruch: “Businesses could
always afford to pay the highest rent. In the future, if at
all, at most they’ll be able to
afford a ground floor space.”

taciturn: “Please understand that we cannot comment on
ongoing lease negotiations.”
In Berlin-Lichtenberg, two investors from the
Westerwald have demonstrated
how a former department
store can be developed into
The COVID-19 pandemic
affordable housing: They had
has accelerated this change,
an empty shopping centre
as can be seen in Hamburg’s
remodelled into 86 affordable
city centre. A location where
flats. Why are others not
Galeria Kaufhof [a
following their good example?
department store] and
Architect Werner Schaffer
Karstadt Sports once sold
can help us here. He explains
their wares has, since the
that the buildings often found
autumn of 2020, stood
themselves in the hands of
empty. The ground floor of the former
large corporations that operated worldwide.
Kaufhof has since been turned
They would value the buildings
“Businesses
into a bargain store. What
unrealistically high to protect
could always afford to pay the
will happen to the building
their balance sheets, and they
highest rent. In the future, if at all, at
in the long term is unclear.
could also afford to keep them
most they’ll be able to afford a ground floor
Inquiries to Wüstenrot
empty for years. “A fund worth
space.”
& Württembergische AG,
one or two billion euros will not
to whom the building belongs, have
even notice the loss of rental income,” he
only been met with the answer that there is currently
says.
“no further progress to report”. Insurance group R+V
Translated from German by Jacqueline Lemay. Courtesy of
Versicherung AG, owners of the neighbouring former
Hinz&Kunzt / International Network of Street Papers
Karstadt Sports department store, have been just as
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Issues: Football

Finals Tournament Back After Two-Year
Break.
The finals for the Irish Homeless Street Leagues returned
on the 27th April after a two year Covid induced break.

“ Its great to be back its been a very difficult two years
because of Covid but we’ve managed to keep it going,
which is the important thing. Providing a friendly
sporting environment and empowering people to be the
best version of themselves they can be. A Ball can change
a life - This is what it is all about, participation in team
sport is the catalyst that helps achieve that goal,”
said a delighted Sean Kavanagh Founder of the
Homeless Street Leagues who was keen to emphasise the
work of all the volunteers that made it possible.

24 teams male and female from all over Ireland fought
it out for the coveted title of All Ireland Street Soccer
Champions.
Stephen Kenny Republic of Irelands national team
manager was in attendance mixing and chatting to all the
players and also presented the trophies. Among those in
attendance were Fr Peter McVerry, Stephen McGuinness
of the Professional Footballers association, SDCC Mayor
Peter Kavanagh and local politicians and supporters of
the Irish Homeless Street Leagues.

“Something like this event doesn’t just happen there is
a lot of work involved to make it happen and without
this support, programs like IHSL would not exist. So
a sincere thank to all our Volunteers, Supporters and
Friends who made it all possible. “

The event was supported by AWS in communities.

Stephen Kenny with the lads
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Myross Ladies (Limerick) who reached the final of the ladies
competition.

Ballyfermot (Dublin) All Ireland winners of the ladies competition with Chris Andrews TD
Stephen Kenny FAI And Fr Peter McVerry present David Dillian with Goalkeeper of the
tournament award.

Justin McMinn (Street Soccer N Ireland ) presented with a special
Friendship award by IHSL founder Sean Kavanagh (right) in
recognition of the excellent relationship between the two leagues

Sari Player of the Year Inza Bamba with Stephen Kenny

McDonagh’s Boys (Longford) All Ireland Champions 2022
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Laura Hughes Limerick player of year with Stephen
Kenny and Limerick IHSL coach Adrain Power

Stephen Kenny with Cork player of the year Arthur
McDonagh alongside IHSL coach Paul Carroll

Proud Supporters of Ireland’s Big Issue & Homeless Street Leagues
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Issues: New Book Releases

Patricia Scanlan’s
Book Club

P

atricia Scanlan was born in Dublin, where she still lives. She is a #1
bestselling author and has sold millions of books worldwide. Her books are
translated in many languages. Patricia is the series editor and a contributing author to the award
winning Open Door Literacy series.

This issue, Patricia brings her favourite books of the moment.
The Nurse – Claire Allan - Avon
Someone is watching her. She just doesn’t know it yet.
Nell Sweeney has led an ordinary life. Every day she walks to and from the hospital where she works as
a nurse, believing that no harm can befall her.
Until one day she is taken.
Because someone out there has a secret. Someone out there has been watching Nell – and they’ve
been watching others like her too.
Nell is the unlucky one – she was in the wrong place at the wrong time. And if she isn’t found soon,
someone will make sure that she isn’t the last woman to disappear…
Dark, edgy, full of twists and turns, Claire Allan just gets better and better.

A Mother’s Heart - Carmel Harrington – Harper Collins
Hawke’s Bay, New Zealand: While Rachel Butler likes her life in a pretty Dublin coastal village, her
heart lies in Hawke’s Bay, where she grew up. Visiting for the first time since tragedy tore her family
apart, she and her stepchildren fall for its beauty and outdoor lifestyle.
Malahide, Ireland: As Rachel picks up the threads of her life as a single parent, she can’t shake off
the memories of her loving family in New Zealand – and her dream house, the villa on the bay. But
it’s time to move forwards with their life in Ireland, close to the children’s grandparents, amid the
familiar surroundings they all know well.
Until the children’s grandmother, still grieving, starts to interfere, questioning Rachel’s position as
stepmother.
Until Rachel’s attempts to strengthen the family she loves so dearly backfires, pitting everyone
against each other.
And until her late husband’s parents mend the rift that has existed as long as she’s been married – bringing with them
an explosive secret . . . Carmel Harrington engages every emotion in her terrific new novel, with one of the best ‘toxic
in-laws’ plots I’ve ever read. Her characters are vibrant, authentic, and diverse. Readers are in for a treat.

The House Share – Fiona O’Brien – Hachette Books Ireland
Number 24 Ulysses Crescent is an elegant three storey mansion overlooking the beautiful Dublin Bay.
Converted into luxurious sea view apartments, it’s now home to a close-knit group of tenants
There’s former style icon Evelyn, who lives life as vibrantly as ever, not knowing her past is about to
catch up with her; enigmatic sculptor Mike, who uses his art as a way to wrestle with his ghosts; caféowner Nessa whose gift for reading the Tarot hasn’t yet shown her if she’ll find love; and Bruce and
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Stella, recently separated and now co-parenting their toddler from separate flats. Then there’s Morah, the caretaker, who
keeps a watchful eye on everyone – especially, for reasons only known to herself, the irrepressible Evelyn. When Evelyn’s
granddaughter Truth, a high-flying London lawyer, arrives for the summer desperate to escape an online hate campaign,
the residents of Number 24 are about to discover that the past is never truly over, especially when it comes to matters of
the heart. The Houseshare is a spellbinding summer tale of romance, friendship and how some secrets can never stay
hidden. Fiona O’Brien never fails to deliver an engrossing read. Her many fans will love it.

Idol – Louise O’Neill – Bantam Press
Follow your heart and speak your truth.’ For Samantha Miller’s young fans - her ‘girls’ - she’s everything they want to
be. She’s an oracle, telling them how to live their lives, how to be happy, how to find and honour their ‘truth’. And her
career is booming: she’s just hit three million followers, her new book Chaste has gone straight to the
top of the bestseller lists and she’s appearing at sell-out events.
Determined to speak her truth and bare all to her adoring fans, she’s written an essay about her sexual awakening as a teenager, with her female best friend, Lisa. She’s never told a soul but now she’s
telling the world. The essay goes viral.
But then - years since they last spoke - Lisa gets in touch to say that she doesn’t remember it that
way at all. Her memory of that night is far darker. It’s Sam’s word against Lisa’s - so who gets to tell
the story? Whose ‘truth’ is really a lie? ‘You put yourself on that pedestal, Samantha. You only have
yourself to blame.’
Riveting, compulsive and bold, Idol interrogates our relationship with our heroes and explores the
world of online influencers, asking how well we can ever really know those whose carefully curated
profiles we follow online. And it asks us to consider how two memories of the same event can differ,
and how effortlessly we choose which stories to believe.
A well deserved No 1 bestseller, from this superbly talented author.

With a Mind to Kill – Anthony Horowitz – Jonathan Cape
The explosive new James Bond thriller from the No.1 Sunday Times bestseller.
M’s funeral. One man missing from the graveside. The traitor accused of his murder. Bond. Behind
the Iron Curtain, a group of former Smersh agents want to use the British spy in an operation that
will change the balance of world power. Bond is smuggled into the lion’s den - but whose orders is
he following, and will he obey them when the moment of truth arrives? In a mission where treachery is all around and one false move means death, James Bond must grapple with the darkest questions about himself. But not even he knows what has happened to the man he used to be.
Discover the latest chapter in the world of 007, brought thrillingly to life by Sunday Times bestselling author Anthony Horowitz.

The Last to Disappear – Jo Spain - Quercus
A luxury resort. Three missing women. One body. When young London professional Alex
Evans is informed that his sister’s body has been pulled from an icy lake in Northern Lapland,
he assumes his irresponsible sister accidentally drowned. He travels to the wealthy winter resort
where Vicky worked as a tour-guide and meets Agatha Koskinen, the detective in charge.
Agatha is a no-nonsense single mother of three who already thinks there’s more to Vicky’s case
than meets the eye.
As the two form an unlikely alliance, Alex also begins to suspect the small town where his sister
lived and died is harbouring secrets. It’s not long before he learns that three other women have
gone missing from the area in the past and that his sister may have left him a message.
On the surface, Koppe, Lapland is a winter wonderland. But in this remote, frozen place, death
seems only ever a heartbeat away. Gripping and utterly chilling! Jo Spain is at the very top of
her game.
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A Little Bit of Irish
Phrase:

Translations:

Pronounciation:

Dé Luain				

Monday					

Di-lou-in		

Dé Máirt				

Tuesday					

Di-mart		

Dé Céadaoin				

Wednesday					

Di-cay-djin

Déardaoin				

Thursday					

Diar-jin

Dé hAoine				

Friday						

Di-heen-ah

Dé Sathairn				

Saturday					

Di-sa-hairn

Dé Domhnaigh			

Sunday						

Di-doon-ah

Word Power

O

ver the next few issues we’ll be attempting to increase your word power. Have a look at the words
below and afterwards see if you know their meaning.

Word			

Pronunciation

Answers

1. Exponentially
2. Anachronism
3. Equivocal
4. Phonics
5. Exhilarate
6. Obtuse
7. Abscond
8. Waspish
9. Flauta
10. Flavescent
11.Discommode
12. Precipitation

Ek-spoh-nen-shuh-lee
Uh-nak-ruh-niz-hum
Ih-kwiv-uhkuhl
Fon-iks
Ig-zil-uh-reyt
Uhb-toos
Ab-skond
Wos-pish
Flou-tah
Fluh-ves-uhnt
Dis-kuhmohd
Pri-sip-i-tey-shuhn

1.
2.

U score?
How did YOPerfection!6-9
–
10 or more
Brilliant.
ne.
3-5 Well do
o better.
d
0-2 Must

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

At a steady, rapid rate.
Something/someone not in their/its correct
historical or chronological time.
Open to more than one interpretation;
ambiguous.
A method of teaching people to read by
correlating sounds with symbols in an alphabetic
writing system.
Make someone feel very happy.
Annoyingly insensitive or slow to understand.
Leave hurriedly and secretly.
Readily expressing anger or irritation.
A tightly rolled tortilla.
Turning yellow.
Cause someone trouble or inconvenience.
The action or process of precipitating a
substance from a solution.
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s
e
k
o
Because laughter is
J
the best medicine!

A man was driving along the
highway, and saw a rabbit hopping
across the middle of the road. He
swerved to avoid hitting the rabbit,
but unfortunately the rabbit jumped
in front of the car and was hit. The
driver, being a sensitive man as well
as an animal lover, pulled over to the
side of the road and got out to see
what had become of the rabbit. Much
to his dismay, the rabbit was dead.
The driver felt so awful he began to
cry.
A woman driving down the highway
saw the man crying on the side of the
road and pulled over. She stepped out
of her car and asked the man what was
wrong.
“I feel terrible,” he explained. “I
accidentally hit this rabbit and killed
it.”
The woman told the man not to worry.
She knew what to do. She went to her
car trunk and pulled out a spray can.
She walked over to the limp, dead
rabbit, and sprayed the contents of the
can onto the rabbit. Miraculously, the
rabbit came to life, jumped up, waved
its paw at the two humans and hopped
down the road. 50 feet away the
rabbit stopped, turned around, waved
at the two again, hopped down the
road another 50 feet, turned, waved,
and hopped another 50 feet. The man
was astonished. He couldn’t figure
out what substance could be in the
woman’s spray can! He ran over to the
woman and demanded, “ What was in
your spray can? What did you spray
onto that rabbit?” The woman turned

the can around so that the man could
read the label. It said:
“’Hare Spray’ Restores Life to Dead
Hare. Adds Permanent Wave.”

A man speaks frantically into the
phone, “My wife is pregnant, and her
contractions are only two minutes
apart!”
“Is this her first child?” the doctor
queries.
“No, you idiot!” the man shouts. “This
is her husband!”

Two women friends had gone out
for a Girls Night Out, and had been
decidedly over-enthusiastic on the
cocktails. Incredibly drunk and
walking home they suddenly realized
they both needed to use the bathroom
in a hurry. They were very near a
graveyard and one of them suggested
they do their business behind a
headstone or something. The first
woman had nothing to wipe with so
she took off her panties, used them
and threw them away. Her friend
however was wearing an expensive
underwear set and didn’t want to ruin
hers, but was lucky enough to salvage
a large ribbon from a wreath that was
on a grave and proceeded to wipe
herself with it. After finishing, they
made their way home.
The next day the first woman’s
husband phones the other husband
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and said, “These damn girls nights out
have got to stop. My wife came home
last night without her panties.”
“That’s nothing,” said the other.
“Mine came back with a sympathy
card stuck between the cheeks of her
butt that said, ‘From all of us at the
Fire Station, We’ll never forget you!’

There was this haunted house on
the outskirts of the town, which was
avoided by all the townfolk - the ghost
who `lived’ there was feared by all.
However, an enterprising journalist
decided to get the scoop of the day
by photographing the fearsome
phantom. When he entered the house,
armed with only his camera, the ghost
descended upon him, clanking chains
et al. He told the ghost “I mean no
harm - I just want your photograph”.
The ghost was quite happy at this
chance to make the headlines - he
posed for a number of ghostly shots.
The happy journalist rushed back to
his dark room, and began developing
the photos. Unfortunately, they turned
out to be black and underexposed.
So what’s the moral of the story?
The spirit was willing but the flash
was weak.

Quick Fire Questions With ......
Men with the Pot’s
Slawek Kalkraut and Krzysztof Szymanski

C

o. Fermanagh-based Slawek Kalkraut and Krzysztof Szymanski’s TikTok ‘Men
with the Pot’has over 9.7m fans & over 120m views. Their eco-friendly, outdoor
cooking has taken the world by storm.
Slawek and Krzysztof, how did Men with the Pot
begin?
Menwiththepot
was our mutual
idea we came up
with one absolutely
random day and it
just sounded very
promising. None of
us at that moment
would even dare
to think this would
take us to the place
we are today.
Do you think
TikTok is
getting a whole
new generation
of kids
interested in
cooking?

According to Tik Toks analytics people in the
highly populated
cities/countries
are our most
devoted viewers.
This only tells us
that they want to
escape the concrete
jungle and 9-5 jobs
and experience
something they are
unable to do in their
places of residence.
Every single person
is finding something
different to enjoy in
our videos. We had
people telling us
about helping with
anxiety or with lack
of sleep.
Your cookbook
is excellent and
a must-have
as videos can
sometimes be
hard to follow tell us about the

Tik-Tok
unfortunately is
the “ window to
the outside world”
for a younger
theme of the book.
generation. There are always pros and
cons but we wouldn’t change the
Tik-Tok unfortunately
way we were raised and how we
Men With the Pot Cookbook is
is
the
“ window to the outside
experienced the world back in the
outdoor themed. As soon as you start
world”
for
a
younger
generation.
90s.
turning pages you want more and
immediately jump over to the videos or
You’ve 9.3 million followers on
to light the fire and start cooking.
TikTok - what do you attribute to
your speedy success?
Cooking outdoors is such fun but so few do it in
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Ireland - was it your aim to get cooking in new
environments into the hearts and minds of the
Irish?
To be honest at the beginning we were not targeting
specific nationalities. This is pure passion and we will
never call it work. We want people to be inspired by our
videos. We want
to encourage
them to take
the first step in
order to fulfill
their dreams.

You both live in Fermanagh - what do you love
best about it there?
If the weather is kind doesn’t matter where you are in
Fermanagh you will be stunned by its beauty.  
Where are some of your favourite places to
camp
and cook
in the
area?
There are
few places
where you
can set the
grill but
one of the
best spots
is Lough
Navar
forest
drive.
View over
the lake is
absolutely
beautiful.

You’re both
from Poland,
what brought
you to
Ireland?
We wanted to
improve our
lifestyle and
unfortunately
were stuck in
hospitality for
over 12 years.
Your Polish
Zapiekanka
recipe is
gorgeous.
What are your
own favourite
recipes from
your back
catalogue?
Definitely bread. It takes time to master it but when you
get it right the flavours are out of this world.

Men
with
the Pot

Cookbook is available from 14th June from all
good book shops.

Of course your cooking is also great for the
environment - with no electricity required. Was
that important to you?
The most important thing for us is to leave the place the
same way we found it. We leave no trace behind us.
Which Irish foods are your favourites?
We have to say Irish Stew with Guinness for cold
evenings.
What do you do to just ‘chill out’?
We both love to exercise but also talking about future
plans for Menwiththepot.
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The Podcast Review
W

e source the best selection of podcasts each issue. This time we bring you Soberful, Wholly
Human, Grounded and Bad Bridget.

Soberful (Addiction)

Grounded (Celebrity
Interviews)

Addiction requires multiple facets of
treatment over the course of a lifetime, as
most would share in their own recovery
stories. Veronica Valli and Chip Somers
serve as co-hosts but often relate their
podcast programming back to their own
recovery journeys and frame their advice
for others through their own personal
storytelling, which avid fans always
point to as very helpful. While most of
the podcast’s episodes centre on alcohol
addiction, many of Soberful’s circulating
themes and discussions can apply to other
forms of recovery as well — and fans
have access to other Soberful platforms,
like the private Facebook group. Well
worth a listen.

Louis Theroux used lockdown to
record a podcast series, chatting with
people who were also stuck at home
with nothing to do. In Grounded
you’ll have 20 episodes to bingelisten with interviews with celebs
like Helena Bonham Carter, Rose
McGowan, Ruby Wax and Leah
Remini. Something about the setting
of lockdown and a slower way of life
meant these interviews were not rushed
and have a sense of relaxation to them.
Brilliant.

Bad Bridget Project
(History)

Wholly Human (Mental
Health)

In this new podcast from Queen’s
University Belfast & Ulster University we
hear the stories of generations of Irish
women who saw their American Dream
become a nightmare!

Even if you’re not a fan of country
superstar LeAnn Rimes, many easily find
themselves identifying with Rimes’ recent
program dedicated to helping bolster
emotional wellness. Don’t be blinded by
the hosts’ star power; there is plenty of
holistic clinical expertise featured in Wholly
Human, which incorporates credentialed
experts driving conversations on dealing
with anxiety, moving past trauma, selfsabotage and more. Rimes, who has spoken
openly about her own mental health
issues proves herself a compassionate and
knowledgeable host in this excellent mental
health podcast.

How to:
Search “Google podcasts” in
the Play Store app (if you’ve
an Android phone).iPhones
comes with Apple podcasts app
installed. Open the app and type
in the name of the podcast you
want or you can just browse
categories whilst there.
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Is í ár dteanga féin í.
It’s our language.

BAILE ÁTHA CLIATH · BÉAL FEIRSTE · RÁTH CHAIRN · DÚN SEACHLAINN · GAOTH DOBHAIR

forasnagaeilge.ie

